MAINTAIN SYNERGY BETWEEN YOUR SYSTEMS
Just as the blood flowing through our veins is vital for our survival, data flowing
between your systems is vital to your organization. SynergyCheck Interface
Monitor provides you with real-time monitoring of all your Clinical, Financial and
other interfaces 24/7 to ensure your data is always flowing. When SynergyCheck
detects a problem, it quickly alerts your responsible individuals, and provides
them helpful information that will assist in remediation of the identified problem.

IDENTIFY AND KNOW WITHIN TWO MINUTES OF
AN EVOLVING INTERFACE PROBLEM
MTTR (Mean Time To Repair) is a basic measure that represents the average
time necessary to restore a failed system. Quite often, “identifying” that an
issue exists and then trying to “know” what and where the problem is
accounts for more than half of an outage.

With SynergyCheck, “Identify” and “Know” within two minutes of the problem
starting. You will be able to have your systems operating again—before your users
are impacted or even knew a problem existed! With SynergyCheck Interface
Monitor, your MTTR will become a fraction of what it used to be.

AT-A-GLANCE VIEW
SynergyCheck allows you to view the status of your interfaces with an intuitive
color-coded Dashboard. The failed interface displays in red and the downstream
impacted one in maroon.

The Map View provides a visual representation of your systems' interfaces and their status.
Clicking on any interface will provide you all details about the interface's current state.

DOWNTIMES ARE COSTLY
According to Gartner, the average cost of IT downtime is $5,600 per minute
which extrapolates to well over $300K/hour. SynergyCheck decreases the cost of
downtime by reducing lost revenue, lost productivity, cost associated with
interface recovery and intangible costs such as long term impact and damage to
your reputation.

SAFE AND SECURE
SynergyCheck monitors all your systems' interfaces passing through your
interface engines, connected point-to-point or via other middleware.
SynergyCheck relies on small software processes that monitor and report on the
state of your interfaces and will not adversely affect the performance of your
servers.
Safe, secure, and without risk of exposure of Personal Health
Information (PHI) or
other confidential information.
SynergyCheck is
compatible with all popular operating systems.

